MP 3 magic ball

1. Power Consumption: 10W

2. Light source: RGBY LED 4*1W (as per customers' request)
   Color of beams of light: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow Strobe, big scanning area

3. Angle: 120°

4. Dimensions: 180*180*150mm

5. Materials: ABS plastic bottom panel + semitransparent crystal cover

6. Sound, Auto, DMX Master/Slave (with MP3 music player)

7. Working Temperature: -30°C ~ 60°C

8. Widely application for entertainment places like KTV compartments, Karaoke bars, ballrooms & home decoration, etc.

Instruction of remote controller

1. Power on, signal light on and MP3 is standing by.

2. Mode Sound on, the color & rhythm of light change as per the volume and rhythm.

3. The light is on AUTO mode if there is no sound, or on SOUND if there is any sound.

4. There are bottoms including MP3 power on/off, song before and song next, volume minus & plus, on-held & off.